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almost every nation was displayed above some armed vessel. By
direction of the officer who boarded us, we proceeded past them
all, to the farther side of the harbor, where we were ordered to lie
in quarantine seven days before being allowed to coal.
The new scene, the various objects of interest around and the
duties of clearing up, conspired to make us forget the events of the
morning, but the sun was yet some distance above the western
horizon when a startling circumstance occurred to recall them to
our minds.
Nearly all hands were busily engaged below, only two or three
loitering around the deck, when the quartermaster, sweeping the
harbor with his glass, noticed something floating in, which riveted
his attention. Again and again he looked at it; then, with surprize
and dismay in his face, called the officer of the deck. The whisper
spread through the ship, and in a few minutes all were watching
in silence the object that seemed drifting towards us. Onward it
came, through all the vessels that lay beyond us—now lost to our
view, now coming in sight again—turning and tacking as though
piloted by life, and steadily holding its course for pmvsteamer. It
passed the last steamer, and came straight for us. It came closer,
and every doubt was dispelled—it was, indeed, the coffin! A thrill
of awe passed through every heart as the fact became assured.
Right under our bow came the box; it touched our side; halted
a moment, as if claiming recognition, and then drifted slowly past
us toward the shore.
There was an excited murmur forward, a whispered consultation
in the knot of officers aft; then one advanced—"Man the quarter boat,
boys; take picK and spades; tow the coffin ashore, and bury the
body!"
It was the work of a moment—the boat shot like an arrow from
our side, the ashen oars bending with the energy of the stroke. Rev-
erently and gently they secured the box, and with slow, solemn
strokes towed it to the foot of the desolate looking hill that skirts
the bay. There, breaking it open, they bore the corpse, covered
with the flag, a little distance up the hillside, and making in the
twilight a grave among the chaparral, laid it to rest, marking the
spot with a rude cross, which concealed from observation by the
bushes, would yet serve as a mark of recognition, and secure the
grave, should it be noticed, from the intrusion of vandal hands.
And so, in spite of all, that dying wish was gratified, and the body
which the waters refused to receive was laid to rest in its mother
earth.

